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About This Game

"Just when ragdoll was becoming an irritant for gaming, Toribash swoops in to demonstrate why it's the best thing
since shaded pixels." - PC Format

"Great physics; the best PC fighting game since "Rag Doll Kung Fu." - PC Gamer UK

Toribash is an innovative free-to-play online turn-based fighting game where you’re able to design your own moves. It is a
martial arts simulator (yes, we do call a game with full body dismemberment a simulator) where you move your character by

controlling joints on their body. As each of them can have 4 different states, number of possible moves is almost endless, which
makes fights unique.

Main features:

Completely unique fights with players all around the world

Unlimited character customization: body colors, textures, flames, hairs and more!

Daily knockout tournaments hosted by the Event Squad
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Lots of ingame and forum events

Ability to modify the environment and characters using the built-in Mod Maker

Open market - trade any of your items with your friends or just give them for free!

An extremely long game genre name
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Title: Toribash
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Nabi Studios
Publisher:
Nicalis, Inc.
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2006

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / 8 / 7 / Vista

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 / NVIDIA GeForce 510 / AMD Radeon HD 5450

English,French,Portuguese,Russian
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You Really Need To Get Used To It But It's Really Fun!!!. Learning curve higher than the sun 8\/10. -Sees awesome backflips
and parkour on store page
-Downloads
-Flops around doing more self damage than to my opponent
-Somehow wins

11\/10 would flop around again. punching off heads is fun. this game is cool like ice.. It would be fun if  I KNEW HOW TO
PLAY . this game is great and it takes time to learn and lots of fun and a great way to paste time
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I've played this game quite a lot in the past before it was released to Steam. By no means was I good, especially since the game
has a rather large learning curve. This learning curve comes from the fact that various joints must be manipulated to get results,
but casual players (especially friends) will often find hilarity due to the manipulation of their characters sometimes in rather
awkward positions. Multiplayer games are rather fast-paced compared to singleplayer sessions due to the timer which limits the
time players can think before it runs out. Otherwise, various mods come with the game which adds plenty of PvP options (arena
type, weapons, body sensitivity, etc.), or solo challenges (parkour, skateboarding, sports, etc.).

In terms of play by more seasoned\/veteran players (not including myself), other players can find interest in the rather
complicated techniques used to simulate real fights or complete parkour maps.

Overall, this game takes a long time to fully understand since the tutorial does not completely cover everything, but once players
get past this, they'll find many challenges to overcome.. violets are red
roses are blue
toribash is
good for you. I EAT ASSSSS. Best Ragdoll game ever
. wish it had a single player mode to earn those damned creds for unlocks but then again i would like to be able to make a full
move set as a combat style
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